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Abstract
The Regular Hierarchical Surface Model (RHSM) is a functional, multi-scale, regular,
implicit model developed to support hydrological modelling. The core concept of the
RHSM is the ability to model parameter variability with scale explicitly using a
hierarchical data structure. The surface model utilises an adapted version of the
Hexagonal Image Processing (HIP) addressing system that was generalised for the regular
tessellations: triangular, hexagonal and rectangular. A Level of Detail (LOD) model is
used to generate variable density realisations by combining pyramid layers generated
using a scaling rule with error values and a decision rule. Here we present the definition,
implementation and initial assessment of the RHSM.
Keywords: surface modelling, multi-scale, regular tessellation, Level Of Detail (LOD),
hydrological modelling.

1. Introduction
There has been a convergence of approaches to modelling hydrology in natural and urban areas,
with spatial arrangement, network structure and sub‐area behaviours being increasingly taken into
account (Fletcher et al, 2013) facilitated by availability of fine data (e.g. LiDaR). This promises to
meet a need to provide the complexity required to accurately represent hydrological features at the
feature, neighbourhood and city scale (Wright and Leonard, 2012), whilst retaining simplicity of
structure and efficiency (Wilson and Gallant, 2000). Recent examples that have sought to explicitly
address the issues of scale in urban hydrology include triangular unstructured meshes (Tsubaki and
Fujita, 2010) and multi‐level coarse grids (Chen et al, 2012).
The Regular Hierarchical Surface Model (RHSM) presented here extends and advances these
developments by utilising techniques from LOD models. These generate realisations of surfaces
using hierarchical data structures, adapting their resolution to the hydrological significance of the
underlying area (utilising the geomorphometric parameter flow direction). The RHSM applies LOD
modelling within an implicit hierarchical referencing system that is a generalisation of the HIPS 7
hexagonal addressing system to support a choice of one of all three regular tessellations –
rectangular (square), triangular and hexagonal (hexagons can be advantageous for hydrological
modelling – de Sousa et al, 2006).
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2. Deffinition of
o the Re
egular Hiierarchical Surfacce Modeel
2.1. Indexing
Middleton and Sivasswamy (2001
1) described the Hexagon
nal Image Processing (HIPP) system which
included
d a linear, hieerarchical ind
dexing methhod called the HIP index. The HIP indeex is only applicable
to apertture‐7 hexagonal hierarchies (Wright et al, 2014),, whereas the RHSM exteends the HIP
P
indexingg system to aperture‐9
a
re
ectangular o r aperture‐4 triangular hierarchies. TTherefore in the
context of the RHSM
M, the abbrevviation “HIP”” is generalissed from Hexxagonal Imagge Processingg to
hical Image Processing
P
(H
HIP).
Hierarch
A HIP orrdinate consiists of a sequ
uence of num
mbers that re
epresents the location off a specific value
within a HIP datasett. The individual digits aree read from left to right from
f
coarsesst geographiic scale
(or tesseellated units)) to finest. The example in Figure 1 iss a 3‐level (3‐lambda or 33λ) HIP7 ordinate,
043, where 0 represents the coa
arsest (largesst) hexagon, 4 the interm
mediate size aand 3 the fin
nest.

own on the right) componnents of the HIP
H 7
Figuure 1: The trree (shown on the left) annd array (sho
referenncing system
m. The grey node
n
in the trree and grey square corresponds to thee grey hexag
gon and
has H
HIP7 reference 043.

2.2. Arrray tree structure
s
The HIP‐‐based multiiscale model uses both trrees and arraays (Fig.1). Tree
T structurees convenien
ntly
store a n
nested hierarchy where the
t branchess represent the
t decompo
osition of spaace into fine
er parts
via a reggular subdivision. This sto
orage methood is very sim
milar to a qua
adtree exceppt that there are
seven, n
nine, or four branches tha
at divide spaace into hexaagons, rectan
ngles or trianngles respecttively.
The treee data structure has regu
ular, sparse oor variable de
ensity types.
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However, larger trees can be inefficient if they have many levels of branching due to the need to
store several links between nodes for each datum. This inefficiency can be reduced by tiling, where
rather than placing individual values in memory, arrays of values that are spatially adjacent can be
stored in a tree structure (Platings and Day, 2004). This need not sacrifice the integrity of the
hierarchical structure because the array can employ an equivalent hierarchical referencing system to
the tree. The RHSM stores values in arrays attached as leaves to a tree data structure. This is similar
to the tree and tile division used by Platings and Day (2004) and the Bing Maps Tile System
(Microsoft, 2017).

2.3. Level of Detail Modelling
An appropriate scale is selected in three steps using LOD modelling (De Floriani et al. 2005):
‐

‐
‐

A hierarchical pyramid is formed by a scaling function. If the sampling scale or measurement
scale of the parameters in a model differ from the model grid scale, interpolation or
generalisation are required, which can be accomplished with a scaling function.
An error value, the extent to which the generalised value disguises the underlying variation,
is associated with each value in the pyramid, as defined by the scaling function.
A decision rule is then evaluated against the error value to identify the appropriate scale. A
simple example is to set a threshold which represents the largest acceptable error value.

An LOD realisation is a variable resolution surface that has been generated from a multi‐resolution
dataset, typically in real time for visualisation. In the RHSM case, this is adaptive, generated from the
coarsest cells that satisfy the decision rule. The adaptive resolution realisation is held in a sparse
tree structure. There is no array component of the sparse tree because arrays imply a regular
distribution. It is the values in the sparse tree that are then used for subsequent variable density
hydrological modelling.
The decision rule can consider not only underlying data values such as elevation but also derived
parameters such as flow direction. Thus, LOD modelling is extended here to distributed hydrological
modelling.

3. Implementation and Initial Assessment
3.1. RHSM Overview
There are four components of the RHSM computational model, the datafile, the GIS representation
of the data, the user and an object class encoded in Python that connects the other three parts. The
datafile stores the spatially distributed parameters as NumPy arrays, which can be accessed in a
Python script using the PyTables package. The RHSM was integrated with the commercial GIS Esri
ArcGIS, where the data (as Feature Classes) was visualised and interacted with by the user (also
facilitated by Python).
The RHSM can support very large datasets. The task of managing the nodes in memory is undertaken
by PyTables, which retains the most recently used nodes. The array component must always be
small enough to be stored in main memory. The tree component of an RHSM dataset is generated
3

n intermediatte array. Thiss places an uupper limit on the tree size which is ssimilar to the
e array
using an
size. Alth
hough the exxact size of the array thaat can be use
ed will depen
nd on availabble computerr power,
Figure 2a indicates that
t
the theo
oretical maxi mum is unre
ealistically large for a com
mmodity com
mputer.
o
around
d an aggregaation value of
o 4 for small RHSM datassets and then
Peak performance occurs
ng with λ aftter that.
increasin
A managgeable but sttill large file size of 100 G
GB would com
mfortably co
ontain a λ11H
HIP7 dataset..
Howeveer, datasets of
o this cardinality would bbe impracticcally slow to process on a commodityy
computeer. Thereforee, processingg speed is th e practical re
estriction on
n RHSM datasset size, not main
memoryy. Figure 2b indicates the
e extent and level (λ) of RHSM
R
datase
ets required tto cover cen
ntral
Dunedin
n, New Zealand with 10 cm
c cell size, w
which is a resolution com
mmon in orthho‐imagery and
a
achievab
ble in DEMs generated by LiDAR or ddrone based photogramm
metry.

Figuree 2: a) Size of RHSM datasets on diskk. The size reepresents thee size in mem
mory of a 64b
bit float
Num
mPy array. (bb) Extent of RHSM
R
datassets covered by comparattively large ((but still less than
100GB)) RHSM dataasets. L0 cellls have a cel l size of 10 cm
c (not show
wn). λ-1 show
wn. The exteent of the
datasets is compaared to the Du
unedin urban
n area.

5. Sum
mmary and
a conclusion
The RHSSM is a functional, multi‐scale, regulaar model, witth implicit ge
eometry, shaape and hiera
archy,
using an
n adapted Hieerarchical Im
mage Processsing (HIP) sysstem for inde
exing. Fundaamentally, itt
supportss a choice off three regula
ar geometriees: Triangular, RHSM‐tri; Rectangularr, RHSM‐rec; or
Hexagon
nal, RHSM‐heex. It employys a regular ddiscretisation of both spa
ace and scalee, supportingg scale
variation
n. This impliees that it sup
pports differeent values fo
or the same area
a
at differrent resolutions
(pyramid
ds) and it generates pyra
amids with a scaling funcction. It can also
a generatee level of dettail
realisations (variablee density) using an error value and decision rule. Finally, its ddata model iss an
array treee where thee array structtures are leaaves of the trree, where th
he tree / arraay threshold
d is user
defined..
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Potential refinements to the RHSM conceptual model include:
‐
‐
‐
‐

applying it to a global referencing frame and relaxing the hierarchy geometry to allow a
greater range of resolutions.
introducing fractional HIP addresses to provide finer than base scale resolution in restricted
areas and allowing branching at these fractional scale ratios.
improving the performance speed of the RHSM computational model, for example by
utilising more efficient languages, i.e. a C‐variant.
adapting flow accumulation and direction algorithms so that they are generalised for
variable resolution surfaces.
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